MEMORANDUM FOR: BSO/SAFSS

ATTENTION : Mr. Mazza

SUBJECT : Industrial BYEMAN Manual

REFERENCE : BYE-52217-67


2. The SSC is highly in favor of such a manual as it will attempt to give certain guidelines for the benefit of all Project Directors where a "gray" area has existed for many years. Only this week certain discrepancies have been called to my attention and this Center has taken steps to correct these long overdue problems.

3. It is suggested that a working group prepare the Manual in order that problems that exist for all various Project Directors might be given ample consideration in the preparation of such a manual.

4. It is pointed out that the Manual should not be in conflict with the National Industrial Security Manual, but will be an improvement over the existing Manual for cover and compartmentation sake.

5. This office will wholeheartedly render all the support possible in the venture and will delegate a member of this Center to assist and coordinate the Manual.